**INTRODUCTION**

With recent advances in video game technology, producers have encouraged writers and directors to improve their characters, dialogue, and plot lines to correspond. These narrative improvements required the use of more advanced literary techniques, now allowing audiences to analyze game writers, their games, and players in the more traditional “author, text, and reader” format.

Using the creative director of the Uncharted series, Amy Hennig, as an example of this new type of video game narrative, this paper explored the ways in which female writers have used a traditional literary format in recent action/adventure games to improve the portrayal of women in this genre, thereby emphasizing the importance of female creatives in the video game industry.

Despite the practically equal gender split among gaming audiences, the industry itself is still starkly male-dominated. This paper also explored the possible reasons for the smaller number of female creatives based on both feminist theory and concrete incidents on social media.

“*No matter what kind of game you’re making, I think you want to engage the player on an emotional level [...] by telling a character-driven story.*”

- Amy Hennig

**METHOD**

This project used the Uncharted action/adventure series and its primary writer/creative director, Amy Hennig, as a case study to:

- find key similarities between traditional narrative writing and video game writing using literary analysis
- study the traits of female protagonists/antagonists written by a female director as compared to those written by men
- trace the success of triple-A video game franchises with female writers/creative directors through an analysis of critic ratings
- survey the treatment of female creatives in the gaming industry using incidents on social media

I utilized this basis of “video games as literature” to explore why women in the industry are underrepresented. Feminist scholars Gilbert and Gubar developed the concept of the “anxiety of authorship” (an extension of critic Harold Bloom’s “anxiety of influence”) to explain the plight of early nineteenth century female writers. This theory documents the doubt a female writer experiences because of the lack of a female predecessor. This theory can be applied to the video game industry today, as so few women have been able to take leadership in this male-dominated space. This paper theorized that, through the trailblazing of female writers; this theory documents the doubt a female writer experiences because of the success of female game writers.

Although female writers have been few in number to the present date, those who have entered the industry have done so with great success (see graph). Despite critical acclaim, however, many women have been met with harassment, especially online. The misogyny of gaming community was especially showcased in 2014 during the “Gamergate scandal,” which was used to target women in video gaming journalism and development under the guise of creating an ethical gaming community (Thayaway). Though many women took this opportunity to stand up for themselves, there was pushback against the increase of female writers in the industry—those that had the opportunity to perform the role of lead writer have been met with excellent reviews, yet there are far too few women given this role for major (Triple-A) games at this time. Just as women are being encouraged to pursue careers in fields like engineering and mathematics, humanities backgrounds are key to creating well-rounded creative products in the digital age.
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**CONCLUSION**

The female game writers in the 21st century tend to create more well-developed female characters when compared to games from the 1980s and 1990s, encouraging more women to both interact with video games and possibly join the gaming industry themselves. With the growing emphasis on women in STEM, the video game industry creates an important intersection between STEM and the Humanities, especially with the use of literary techniques in game writing. The need for more female influence is emphasized even more so by the success of female writers in the industry—those that have had the opportunity to perform the role of lead writer have been met with excellent reviews, yet there are far too few women given this role for major (Triple-A) games at this time. Just as women are being encouraged to pursue careers in fields like engineering and mathematics, humanities backgrounds are key to creating well-rounded creative products in the digital age.